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We currently in a dystopian state - I guess – more or less – the v smart people here today might 
be ok(ish) – and if you look out the window on the sunny city .. but generally..deeply 
 

The Spectacle, Debord writes, "is the heart of the unrealism of the real society". We are all 
jammed up against the plate glass of the Spectacle, our faces crushed as we "lèche-vitrine" in 
search of the same old commodified poison. (Will Self) 
 

Guattari – Ecocide – the three ecologies  (published 25 years ago) – read the opening pages 
 

• Nature 
• Collective Cculture 
• Individual psyche  
 

All falling to a toxic mix of  (globalising) economy, state, technology, ideology/theology (plastic) 
 

“The only true response to the ecological crisis is on a global scale, provided that it brings 
about an authentic political, social and cultural revolution, reshaping the objectives of the 
production of both material and immaterial assets” (Guattari) 
 

Recent WWF report: - global  biodiversity halved in last 70 years.  Soils 100  harvests left – we 
are dying – not mentioned in election really – conventional politics dead in the rising water but 
still dominant  
 

Human exceptionalism; dominant ideologies - theologic and economic  
(globalised capitalism / consumerism); the liberal  self / subject – (a trap and a sitting duck) .A 
deep tragedy we are all bound into day by day, moment by moment 
 

Leopold; Carson; Naess; Shiva; Nixon (Slow Violence); ecological citizenship (Dobson)  
 
   



The enlightenment? 
 
More’s Utopia was a antecedent to key narratives of the  so called 
enlightenment   
 
Enlightenment / west’s claim to ‘be on the right road’. (or delusion we 
are) underpins our entrapment in dystopian condition s 

We need a new movement akin to 
the Romantic movement, and 
other revolutions 



Who takes care of the future?? Or more – of our direction of travel? 
 

..something I've realised recently - my own discipline, anthropology and 
other social sciences like sociology, largely see culture as a vehicle of the 
past, of heritage, memory, tradition, customs. Culture is occasionally seen 
as important for the present but almost never as far as the future is 
concerned - the result is, the future has been handed over to economics 
and other quantitative and predictive sciences. I wanted to signal that the 
future is also highly variable. People have different visions, images and 
narratives of the future. Today, in cities like Mumbai, there's a lot of 
debate about heritage - but you won't see the language of conservation 
applied to what people want ahead. That's a huge oversight. (Appadurai, 
2013, online, emphasis added) 

 
 
Advertising spend in the UK will reach £20bn a year by 2015, as brands 
continue to ramp up promotions on digital formats and traditional media 
companies show signs of recovering from the combined impact of recession 
and the rise of the internet. 
 
Consumer society > creative society?? 

http://www.theguardian.com/media/advertising


‘Radical incrementalism in the opening of utopias’ 
 

Radical incrementalism is the basic temporal dimension – or trajectory - embedded in 
pragmatist notions of philosophy, enquiry and action.  
 

“Incrementalism was developed in the 1950s by the American political scientist Lindblom in 
response to the then-prevalent conception of policy making as a process of rational analysis 
culminating in a value-maximizing decision. Incrementalism emphasizes the plurality of 
actors involved in the policy-making process and predicts that policy makers will build on past 
policies, focusing on incremental rather than wholesale changes.  
 

Lindblom regarded rational decision making as an unattainable ideal. To function properly, 
rational-comprehensive decision making must satisfy two conditions that are unlikely to be 
met for most issues: agreement on objectives and a knowledge base sufficient to permit 
accurate prediction of consequences associated with available alternatives. Where these 
conditions are unmet (and they will be unmet, according to Lindblom, for most policy issues), 
the rational method provides no guidance whatsoever for policy makers. Incrementalism 
circumvents these problems, producing defensible policies where the rational method is 
paralyzed. 
 

Incrementalism emphasizes the amelioration of concrete problems rather than the pursuit of 
abstract ideals such as social justice. Affected publics bring problems to government through 
a process Lindblom termed the social fragmentation of analysis. No single actor possesses 
information sufficient to make a rational policy decision, and problems are often addressed 
without ever being fully defined.” 



Radical incrementalism  in so far as our assessments of where we are and the need for 
radical change 
 
 Pragmatism calls for on-going experimentalism and creativity in thought and action 
and a parallel – integrated, process of reflection, re-evaluation, and adjustment. These 
is no end goal – no truth in terms of final state of being (utopia) or knowledge of that 
being. Rather an assumption of life as always a striving - provisional, makeshift – a sort 
of shanty utopia.  
 
NRT 
 
Utopia is a politics of openness and change. It stands in stark opposition to the 
pernicious economic-theologic ideologies which currently, and conflictually, seek to 
grip the world in vice like grips of stasis. 
 



“Feminism and Utopia”  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What is required in response to this challenge  
is radical, experimental incrementalism  
 

- a proliferation of possible but unknown utopias through an understanding of the 
temporalities of action within dystopia. This approach to some extent rests on 
Whitford’s (1991) reading on Irigaray (and others) in the chapter “Feminism and 
Utopia”.  
 

‘Utopia is a process’ (Baruch 1984). It is not ‘any one place or time, but the capacity 
to see afresh – an enlarged, even transformed vision…a vital utopia requires change 
and interaction with alien forces; otherwise it becomes a barren and useless idea’ 
(Khanna 1984).  
 

“There is a tension between the negative moment and the future Utopian moment in 
which women will be for-themselves (p 135-136)” 
 



So this is about  
 
Direction of  travel and condition of travel 
 
(we are all always travelling in time) 
 
It is not about place as stasis in relation to change 
 
Authenticity ? If there is any it is change – process – ongoingness – but the 
temporal/material /political expressions of that might not be that readable and/or 
comfortable from any human/community perspective  
 
Direction is more determined by a moving away from rather than towards 
 
It is always experimental in direction   
 
The situation is embraced as makeshift  



I will leave the last words to John Burnside (2012: 160) on how we make ‘home’ in today’s 
social, cultural, economic and ecological turbulence and (possible) decay. 
  

Home is makeshift. Everything we build, everything we name, everything we hold dear 
and would not have taken from us is temporary and in constant need of re-imagining. [  
]. The makeshift stares at us in the face at every turn. [ ] Nothing is permanent, merely 
rigid. No hierarchy is just, however you spin it; and hierarchy limits the imagination and 
withholds essential knowledge.  
  
[But] it would be a mistake to think that [ ] images of the makeshift are all laments [ ]. 
On the contrary, what we find [ ] is mostly, if guarded, celebration. To recognize the 
new values that emerge from the makeshift is to discover the earliest traces of a new 
direction, the steps in a spontaneous remarking of ourselves, the hazy outline of a 
democratizing order of the imagination finds in the unlikeliest places.  
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